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A bill of lading is one of the important documents in international trades and 
transport. The content and legal effects of the clauses in B/L are in direct relation with 
the rights and obligations of both Parties. Incorporation clause in bill of lading issued 
under charter party does not have explicit written expression just as other clauses, its 
content can only be clear-cut with the help of quoted charter party, so it has 
nondeterminacy. Disputes arise easily from the incorporation clause in that it is a 
“grey area” in maritime law. At present, our legislation only has principled provisions 
to the effect of incorporation clause in bill of lading, which lack of manipuility. 
Besides, judicial practice has no uniform agreement on this issue, so it’s necessary to 
make further analysis on this issue theoretically. In this thesis, the author tries to make 
a discussion about the issue of the effect of incorporation clause in bill of lading 
through the use of the judicial precedents from Common Law in combination with the 
legislation and the judicial practice. 
Apart from introduction and conclusion, this paper can be divided into three 
chapters: 
Chapter one first makes summarize about the meaning and origin of 
incorporation clause in bill of lading, and introduction of kinds of manifestation. 
Since incorporation clause in B/L being a ligament between B/L and voyage charter, 
this part hereafter expound the connection and distinction between them and 
distinguish the voyage charters in which incorporation clause in B/L will be merged. 
Parties of B/L are the subjects in controversy of incorporation clause in B/L 
effectiveness, which is disserted in the last section of this chapter.    
Chapter two then discusses the effectiveness of incorporation clause of voyage 
charter party in B/L. Referring to the general effective terms and combining the 
judicial adjudication thread in British and American countries and also china, this 
paper proposed it should make twice identifications and applications of law in order to 















effective only when they both be contented. Thereafter separately exposits the 
effective of reality and procedural clauses incorporated in voyage charter. 
Chapter there analysis on the effects of the procedural clause incorporated in the 
charter party. Since the special distinctiveness of constitutive requirements in 
arbitration agreement, the effectiveness of arbitration clauses incorporated in charter 
party is of great controversial. This paper will make introduction independently, and 
demonstrate through twice distinguish method and expound the judicial precedent 
viewpoints in British and American countries and also China. 
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